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‘ BJP’ had declared in its election manifesto that it is going to take legal  

action against the political leaders  and executive staff & Judicial staff  

without exception high profile or low profile officers who are found to 

be involved in the corrupt activities and bribe accepting cases. During 

the last few days the Enforcement Directorate of the country started 

closing in against the National & Regional, leaders of the political 

parties, out of them former Finance Minister and Senior Central Leader 

of the Congress Mr. P. Chidambaram & Leader of the Shiv Sena Mr. Raj 

Thackeray & his 1
st
 Cousin have been issued notice to appear in the 

office by the Enforcement Director. Apart from that Promoters of the 

Secular T.V. Channel of the country NDTV, Prannoy Roy and His Wife 

Smt. Radhika Roy along with the former CEO Vikram Aditya Chandra 

have been booked under Criminal Conspiracy and corruption charges, 

Now only the judgment of the courts only will be able to define as to 

how big is their involvement in the corrupt and criminal activities. 

But if we take a closer look at the other side of the coin we will come 

across with several doubts and suspicions such as ‘ Is the BJP really 

interested in put an end to the corruption in the country or is this 

complete activity of attacking its political and media opponents appears 

to be an act of cleansing  the country from all the secular forces which 



seems to be a preplanned and well organized attack against all of them. 

In any democratic system ‘ Intellectual, Journalists, Lawyers & Social 

workers are allowed to organize activities in accordance with their views 

, based on their Ideology as they are free to do so. ‘BJP’ by abrogating 

the article 370 all of a sudden and by declaring all the political, religious 

leaders of Kashmir as its strong enemies has put them  


